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PUBLICATION 
DESIGN



FJORD TRENDS 2020
FJORD TRENDS 2020 CONTENT, SELF REDESIGN

Fjord makes sense of latest technology to design 
digital products and services that surpise and delight 
the people who use them. By helping their clients to 
meet customers’ need and to excel their constantly, 
growing expectations, their work enables businesses to 
transform and thrive in tricky environmment.

1

Using the Fjord trends textual content redesigning 
the e-book to a print publication which uses 
illustrations and collaging as concepts.



The layout has a 4 & 5 column grid and the 
fonts used are: Arial, Coolvetica, Mexcellent, 
Germanica, D-Day Stencil.









MOVING 
IMAGES



MOVING IMAGES
THE LIGHT, A SHORT FILM

The Light is a short film inspired by the concept of time 
loop. The lead charachter is being chased and is going 
through a difficult time in his life but is suddenly faced 
with a strange reality. This film is a collaborative effort 
Disha, Hevea, Paramveer, Saffron, Shaunak and I. 



Location hunting at nirma university campus. Keeping in mind the 
lighting, frame, sound and various camera angle. 



Snapshots of the short film. The lead travels through an alternate 
reality time loop and saves his past self from killing himself.
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CAKE BOX PACKAGING
97’ DESSERTS CAKE BOX, REDESIGN

For those of us who share an affinity for sweets, cake 
probably ‘takes the cake’ as our favourite dessert 
ever. It’s the one treat most commonly associated with 
momentous celebrations, and it can even manage to 
evoke nostalgia. Cakes have flavor profile that exists for 
pracitcally every taste and celebration.

97’ desserts is a bakery based in Jaipur & 
Ahmedabad. They started their bakery during the 
pandemic on instagram. 



Since cakes are so common and 
consumed by almost everyone it 
is important that the packaging 
is functional and appealing.

Cake box packaging sometimes 
ruin the cake decor and appeal.
Taking it out of the box or 
carrying it are some issues 
surrounding with us.  



Prototypes of different ideas inspired from a gift 
box. Making the packgaing as simple as possible 
and portable.



Making one side of the box see 
through to remove and the 
ribbons to make it portable.
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MATERIALS & 3D MODELLING
HULK INSPIRED SPACE

Creating a space that is inspired by Marvel Comics 
Universe charachter HULK. The space is an interactive 
space designed to be inside a mall. Space is divided 
into different rooms and is planned in a way that the 
user goes through all the rooms. 

The user journey goes from Lobby & Reception area 
to Lving space where the furniture is miniature sized 
from the perspective of how hulk would see human 
sized furnitures. From the living space the user goes 
into the rage room where hulk’s demolishing part of his 
personality can be experienced. Moving on comes  the 
area with hulk related VR game space. To portray the 
other personality of Hulk and Bruce Banner comes the 
meditation and calming space. And on their way out 
of the space the user can grab some hulk and marvel 
related merchandise.





Merchandise store
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Meditation 
space

Overview
20mX10m space


